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 Q.2 a. Draw the block diagram of digital communication system and explain the 
function of each block.                   (8) 

Answer: 
The block diagram of the digital communication system is shown below 
 
Digital Communication System 
 

 
The figure shows the functional elements of a digital communication system.  
Source of Information:  
1. Analog Information Sources.  
2. Digital Information Sources.  
 
Analog Information Sources → Microphone actuated by a speech, TV Camera scanning a 
scene, continuous amplitude signals.  
 
Digital Information Sources → These are teletype or the numerical output of computer which 
consists of a sequence of discrete symbols or letters. Analog information is transformed into 
discrete information through the process of sampling and quantizing.  
 
SOURCE ENCODER / DECODER: The Source encoder ( or Source coder) converts the input 
i.e. symbol sequence into a binary sequence of 0‟s and 1‟s by assigning code words to the 
symbols in the input sequence. For eg. :-If a source set is having hundred symbols, then the 
number of bits used to represent each symbol will be 7 because 27=128 unique combinations are 
available. The important parameters of a source encoder are block size, code word lengths, 
average data rate and the efficiency of the coder (i.e. actual output data rate compared to the 
minimum achievable rate) at the receiver; the source decoder converts the binary output of the 
channel decoder into a symbol sequence. The decoder for a system using fixed – length code 
words are quite simple, but the decoder for a system using variable – length code words will be 
very complex. Aim of the source coding is to remove the redundancy in the transmitting 
information, so that bandwidth required for transmission is minimized. Based on the probability 
of the symbol code word is assigned. Higher the probability, shorter is the codeword. Ex: 
Huffman coding.  
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CHANNEL ENCODER / DECODER: Error control is accomplished by the channel coding 
operation that consists of systematically adding extra bits to the output of the source coder. These 
extra bits do not convey any information but helps the receiver to detect and / or correct some of 
the errors in the information bearing bits. There are two methods of channel coding:  
 
1. Block Coding: The encoder takes a block of “k‟ information bits from the source encoder and 
adds “r‟ error control bits, where “r‟ is dependent on “k‟ and error control capabilities desired.  
 
2. Convolution Coding: The information bearing message stream is encoded in a continuous 
fashion by continuously interleaving information bits and error control bits. The Channel 
decoder recovers the information bearing bits from the coded binary stream. Error detection and 
possible correction is also performed by the channel decoder. The important parameters of coder 
/ decoder are: Method of coding, efficiency, error control capabilities and complexity of the 
circuit. 
 
MODULATOR: The Modulator converts the input bit stream into an electrical waveform 
suitable for transmission over the communication channel. Modulator can be effectively used to 
minimize the effects of channel noise, to match the frequency spectrum of transmitted signal 
with channel characteristics, to provide the capability to multiplex many signals. 
DEMODULATOR: The extraction of the message from the information bearing waveform 
produced by the modulation is accomplished by the demodulator. The output of the demodulator 
is bit stream. The important parameter is the method of demodulation.  
 
CHANNEL: The Channel provides the electrical connection between the source and destination. 
The different channels are: Pair of wires, Coaxial cable, Optical fiber, Radio channel, Satellite 
channel or combination of any of these. The communication channels have only finite 
Bandwidth, non-ideal frequency response, the signal often suffers amplitude and phase distortion 
as it travels over the channel. Also, the signal power decreases due to the attenuation of the 
channel. The signal is corrupted by unwanted, unpredictable electrical signals referred to as 
noise. The important parameters of the channel are Signal to Noise power Ratio (SNR), usable 
bandwidth, amplitude and phase response and the statistical properties of noise. 
 
         b. A message source generates one of four messages randomly every 

microsecond. The probabilities of these messages are 0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.1. 
Each emitted message is independent of other messages in the sequence: (4) 

   (i)  What is the source entropy? 
   (ii) What is the rate of information generated by this source in bits per 

second?            
Answer: 
It is given that, 
1. Number of messages, M = 4, let us denote them by m1, m2, m3 and m4. 
2. Their probabilities are p1 = 0.5, p2 = 0.4, p3 = 0.3 and p4 = 0.1. 
3. One message is transmitted per microsecond. 

 ∴      Message transmission rate r = 
1

1 × 10– 6  = 1 × 106 messages/sec. 

a. To obtain the source entropy (H) : 
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 H = 
4
∑

k = 1
  pk log2 (1/pk ) 

 ∴      H = p1 log2 ( 1/ p1 ) + p2 log2 ( 1/ p2 ) + p3 log2 ( 1/ p3 ) + p4 log2 ( 1/ 
p4 ) 
             = 0.5 log2 (1/0.5) + 0.4 log2 (1/0.4) + 0.3 log2 (1/0.3) + 0.1 log2 (1/0.1)   
 ∴       H = 1.871 bits/message ...Ans. 
 
b. To obtain the information rate (R) : 
  R = H × r = 1.871 × 1 × 106  = 1.871 M bits/sec ...Ans 
 
         c. Derive an expression for channel capacity of a discrete memory less channel. (4) 
Answer: 

 
 Q.3 a. State and prove sampling theorem for low pass signal and band pass signals.     (8) 
Answer: 

  Statement: - “If a band –limited signal g(t) contains no frequency components for ׀f׀ > 
W,then it is completely described by instantaneous values g(kTRsR) uniformly spaced in 
time with period TRsR ≤ 1/2W. If the sampling rate, fRsR is equal to the Nyquist rate or 
greater (fRsR ≥ 2W), the signal g(t) can be exactly reconstructed. 
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 Proof:  
 Part - I : If a signal x(t) does not contain any frequency component beyond W Hz, then 
the signal is completely described by its instantaneous uniform samples with sampling 
interval (or period ) of Ts < 1/(2W) sec. 

 
 Part – II The signal x(t) can be accurately reconstructed (recovered) from the set of 
uniform instantaneous samples by passing the samples sequentially through an ideal 
(brick-wall) lowpass filter with bandwidth B, where W ≤ B< fs – W and fs = 1/(Ts). If 
x(t) represents a continuous-time signal, the equivalent set of instantaneous uniform 
samples {x(nTs)} may be represented as, 

 
{x(nTs)}≡ xs(t) = Σ x(t).δ(t- nTs) ---------- 1.1 

 
where x(nTs) = x(t)⎢t =nTs , δ(t) is a unit pulse singularity function and n is an 
integer.The continuous-time signal x(t) is multiplied by an (ideal) impulse train to obtain 
{x(nTs)} and can be rewritten as, 

 
xs(t) = x(t).Σ δ(t- nTs) -------------  1.2 

 
Now, let X(f) denote the Fourier Transform F(T) of x(t), i.e. 

------------------- 1.3 
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Now, from the theory of Fourier Transform, we know that the F.T of Σ δ(t- nTs), the impulse 
train in time domain, is an impulse train in frequency domain:  
 

F{Σ δ(t- nTs)} = (1/Ts).Σ δ(f- n/Ts) = fs.Σ δ(f- nfs) ----- 1.4 
 
If Xs(f) denotes the Fourier transform of the energy signal xs(t), we can write using Eq. (1.2.4) 
and the convolution property:  
 

Xs(f)     = X(f)* F{Σ δ(t- nTs)} 
 = X(f)*[fs.Σ δ(f- nfs)] 

= fs.X(f)*Σ δ(f- nfs)--------------1.5 
 

This equation, when interpreted appropriately, gives an intuitive proof to Nyquist theorems as 
stated above and also helps to appreciate their practical implications. Let us note that while 
writing Eq.(1.5), we assumed that x(t) is an energy signal so that its Fourier transform exists. 
With this setting, if we assume that x(t) has no appreciable frequency component greater than W 
Hz and if fs > 2W, then Eq.(1.5) implies that Xs(f), the Fourier Transform of the sampled signal 
xs(t) consists of infinite number of replicas of X(f), centered at discrete frequencies n.fs,  
-∞ < n < ∞ and scaled by a constant fs= 1/Ts 
 

 
Fig.1 

Fig. 1 indicates that the bandwidth of this instantaneously sampled wave xs(t) is infinite while 
the spectrum of x(t) appears in a periodic manner, centered at discrete frequency values n.fs.  
 
Part – I of the sampling theorem is about the condition fs > 2.W i.e. (fs – W) > W and (– fs + W) 
< – W. As seen from Fig. 1, when this condition is satisfied, the spectra of xs(t), centered at f = 0 
and f = ± fs do not overlap and hence, the spectrum of x(t) is present in xs(t) without any 
distortion.  
 
This implies that xs(t), the appropriately sampled version of x(t), contains all information about 
x(t) and thus represents x(t).  
 
The second part suggests a method of recovering x(t) from its sampled version xs(t) by using an 
ideal lowpass filter. As indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 1, an ideal low pass filter (with brick-
wall type response) with a bandwidth W ≤ B < (fs – W), when fed with xs(t), will allow the 
portion of Xs(f), centered at f = 0 and will reject all its replicas at f = n fs, for n ≠ 0. This implies 
that the shape of the continuous time signal xs(t), will be retained at the output of the ideal filter. 
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         b. Draw Block diagram of PAM-TDM (pulse amplitude modulation-time 
division multiplexing) and explain the process in detail.          (8) 

Answer: 
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 Q.4 a. Explain Delta Modulation (DM) in detail with the help of neat block diagram. 

Also discuss its advantages and disadvantages.                 (8) 
Answer: 

Delta Modulation is a special case of DPCM. In DPCM scheme if the base band signal is 
sampled at a rate much higher than the Nyquist rate purposely to increase the correlation 
between adjacent samples of the signal, so as to permit the use of a simple quantizing 
strategy for constructing the encoded signal, Delta modulation (DM) is precisely such as 
scheme. Delta Modulation is the one-bit (or two-level) versions of DPCM. DM provides a 
staircase approximation to the over sampled version of an input base band signal. The 
difference between the input and the approximation is quantized into only two levels, 
namely, ±δ corresponding to positive and negative differences, respectively, Thus, if the 
approximation falls below the signal at any sampling epoch, it is increased by δ. Provided 
that the signal does not change too rapidly from sample to sample, we find that the stair case 
approximation remains within ±δ of the input signal. The symbol δ denotes the absolute 
value of the two representation levels of the one-bit quantizer used in the DM. 
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Let the input signal be x(t) and the staircase approximation to it is u(t). 
 
 

 
In the receiver the stair case approximation u(t) is reconstructed by passing the incoming 
sequence of positive and negative pulses through an accumulator in a manner similar to that 
used in the transmitter. The out-of –band quantization noise in the high frequency staircase 
waveform u(t) is rejected by passing it through a low-pass filter with a band-width equal to 
the original signal bandwidth. Delta modulation offers two unique features:  
 
1. No need for Word Framing because of one-bit code word. 
 2. Simple design for both Transmitter and Receiver 
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  b. A PCM signal uses a uniform Quantizer followed by a 7 bit binary encoder. 

The bit rate of the system is equal to 100 X 106 bits/second.  
   (i) What is the maximum message bandwidth for which system operates 

satisfactory?  
   (ii) Calculate the output signal to quantization noise ratio when the full load 

sinusoidal modulating wave of frequency 2 MHz is applied to the input.       (8)  
Answer: 

( i)  Let us assume the message bandwidth is F. Sampling frequency is equal to  
 
fs  ≥ 2F  
 

The signaling rate is given as 
r ≥  n.fs 
7 X 2F 

r = 100 X 106 =14 W 
W ≤ 7.14 MHz 

 
   So, the maximum bandwidth is 7.14 MHz 
 

( ii) The output S/N ratio is equal to 
 
         (S/N)dB = 1.8 + 6n 

           = 1.8 + 6 X7  
           = 43.8 dB 

  
   Q.5 a. Explain Inter symbol interference.          (8) 
Answer: 
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         b. Construct the NRZ bipolar and Manchester format for the binary sequence 

011010110.      (4)    
Answer: 
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  c. Explain generalized form of Correlative Coding.        (4) 
Answer: 
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 Q.6 a. Draw and Explain block diagram of QPSK transmitter and receiver.      (8) 
Answer: 
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         b. Explain the concept of carrier synchronization in PSK.      (8) 
Answer: 
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 Q.7 a. Explain Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure.        (8) 
Answer: 
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  b. Explain properties of Matched filters.      (8) 
Answer: 
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 Q.8 a. Define Frequency Hop Spread Spectrum. Describe slow frequency hopping.    (8) 
Answer: 
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         b. Explain Direct Sequence Spread Coherent Binary Phase Shift Keying system 

with the   help of neat transmitter and receiver block diagrams.       (8) 
Answer:          
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 Q.9  Write short notes on any TWO of the following:- (8×2) 
   (i) Digital Multiplexers 
   (ii) Digital Radio 
   (iii) Code Division Multiple Access.        
Answer: 
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